Wear it with Pride

What we choose to wear is a great way to express our identity and the things in which we believe. Everyone likely has a shirt in their closet that is an indicator of their identity, perhaps a school or sports shirt. Some clothing can go much further, shirts can be a great way of expressing support for political causes in which you believe. By wearing these clothes we are clearly communicating to everyone we meet a little about our values and in turn our identity.

We explored this idea in our exhibit Fashion Statement, here you can try one of the activities from within the exhibit, designing your own t-shirt using a selection of icons.

What you will need:

- A printed copy blank t-shirt
- Markers

What to do:

- Think about what parts of your identity you would like to represent through your t-shirt, your hobbies, religion or perhaps a cause in which you believe.
- Now take a copy of our t-shirt printable and the icons, start designing your shirt. Consider how each icon can have multiple interpretations, in what different ways could you understand the shirt above.

Bonus Challenge: With your grown ups permission why not try creating a real tee shirt that you can wear out in your community.